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The Human Situation in
Northern Darfur State

1 Introduction 

The Darfur conflict, which began early 2003, has resulted into exceptional human
conditions in most parts of Northern Darfur State (NDS). Combining tribal
conflicts, armed robbery and politics, the war has resulted in a deterioration of the
situation manifested in burning villages – some totally and some partially –
robbery of most villages and displacement of residents. The burning and robbing
of villages, cattle theft, destruction of farms, and stoppage of markets and
transport have all lead to a situation that needs urgent attention to bring human
suffering under control. This has raised concern internally and internationally as
this has severely affected human life and livelihoods, causing more strain on
already weakened disaster-coping strategies. 

The killing of the innocent, looting and robbery, burning of villages, and the
effects of these activities on ITDG’s targeted areas and its current projects’
activities there prompted sending a consultant to Northern Dafur with clear terms
of reference to study the situation in eight villages in the state. The terms of
reference appear at the end of this report.

In Elfashir, to visit the intended villages, and necessarily those that could be
passed on the road, a permission to pass (by security) was required. The villages
visited are Tawilla, Ed Elnabak, Ed ElGhanam, Turra, Kafut, Fashir (Shagra and
Mashtel), Gadid Elseil and Azagarfa. In the visited villages the consultant talked
with some villagers, leaders of village councils, Womens Development
Association representatives and samples of the displaced. There was no
government presence except in Tawilla. Other areas could not be reached
because they are located in no-go zones. Even the trips to permitted areas
proved to be dangerous on those who risk them. While risks are not perceivable
from government army, the Janjaweed militia could constitute the dangers. 

On the way from Fashir to Kabkabiya, about 30 minutes drive from the
destination, the team came face to face with the Janjaweed busy burning down
the village of Ed Elnabak. It decided to return to Fashir. Earlier, on the road to
Kabkabiya, the team met a driver of one of the trucks of WFP alone in a car on
his way from Kabkabiya to El Fasir. The driver said that he met and was detained
and asked questions by the Janjaweed. He advised the team to return to Fashir.
When they saw the danger that driver had talked about the team accepted his
advice and returned.  
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2 Methodology

This survey was undertaken between 23 February and 8 March 2004.
A combination of many tools was employed in gathering information contained in
this report. The most important are the following:

• Field visits: The consultant accompanied by an ITDG staff member from the
Darfur office, Saed Dungus, visited villages and towns, the names of which
appear in relevant places in the body of this report (period 23.2 – 29.2.2004). 

• Meetings: NGO-government Food Security Committee meetings for briefing
on changing security and food situations; NGO-UN briefings on security
situation; and formal meetings with individual NGOs and ITDG staff. 

• Informal discussions with individuals, Village Development Councils (VDCs)
and Womens Development Associations (WDAs). 

• Reports: Consulted reports, including ITDG’s, are given in Section 15 at the
end of this report.

• Media: NDS radio and national radio and TV

• Observations 
 

3 People and geography 

Northern Darfur is one of three states that constitute western Sudan. It falls
between latitudes 22 and 27 north and longitudes 12 and 20 east. Its area is
192,000 km2 and it borders Chad and Lybia with a population of 1.5 million (1993
census), which grows at the rate of 3.14 annually. The northern part is dominated
by arid climate with a short wet season in summer of less than 100 mm annual
rainfall precipitation ranging between 100-400 mm. The season is short with most
of the rains occurring between July and September.
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Administratively, the state is divided into seven Localities or Local Councils (LCs).
Below LC are Administrative Units (AU) and each AU heads several Village
Development Councils (VDCs). NDS has 26 AUs and more than 1000 VCs.
Please see Table 7 for details.

There are many tribal groups in northern Darfur – more than 100. The most
important main groups are those of African origins – the Fur, the Zagawa, the
Berti and the Tunjur for example – and the Arabic tribal groups

4 Root causes of the current war

Causes of the war can be traced to underdevelopment of the area resulting from
long neglect by the central government in Khartoum. The other cause is the raid
of fertile lands belonging to local tribes of African origins by mobile nomadic Arab
tribes trying to secure grazing grounds for their animals. The last reason is
especially true bearing in mind the catastrophic results of the drought of 1980s in
the area. Sometime back the government did not recognise the Sudan Liberation
Army (SLA) or the Justice and Equality Movement (JEM) and used to describe
their forces as armed bandits, robbers and looters. The problem is now taking
international and regional dimensions with the entry of Chad as an ally of Sudan
government. In summary, the following inter-related factors can be given as the
basic causes of this devastating war:  

• Conflicts over resources between nomadic tribes and farmers: Recurrent
droughts have impoverished herds’ grazing lands and reduced the amount of
surface water available for nomadic tribes in the area. Those tribes began
invading farmland in search for grass and water for their herds. The result
was a conflict over land and resources.  

• Marginalisation: Remoteness from the seat of government, Khartoum, and
lack of development in NDS have caused feelings of marginalisation in the
area. Poor infrastructure (no asphalt roads connecting the state to other parts
of the country) has discouraged capital flowing into NDS. This naturally
affects trade and other services, leading to the feeling of neglect by the
citizens of the state. 

• Limited investment on basic services: remoteness, lack of infrastructure and
the government’s lack of encouragement to investors have contributed to less
development in NDS.

• Late and inadequate response to humanitarian needs resulting from man-
made disasters and natural hazards worsen livelihoods when such disasters
hit. There are no early warning programs in place and when such disasters
hit the people are not always ready for them.

• Armed robbery: the effect of this is clear on movement of people and goods
into the area. It is also detrimental to stability and livelihoods.

• Politics: Lately two armed political movements were formed in Darfur claiming
political rights. The claims are built on marginalisation, lack of development
and services rendered by government, and racial feelings resulting from inter-
tribal conflicts.  
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Since the beginning of the year 2003 the state has been a theatre for battles
between the government and the two rebel forces of the Sudan Liberation Army
(SLA) and the Justice and Equality Movement (JEM). The formation and
operations of the notorious armed tribal pro-government militia groups, known as
Janjaweed, have escalated the war. The government, embarrassed by activities
of the janjaweed, denies the support it gives the groups. It is otherwise difficult to
explain the killing of innocent, abduction of schoolgirls, looting, robbing and
burning of villages, which characterize the Janjaweed. It is thought that the main
soldiers of the Janjaweed come from Arab origin, although some would argue
that material benefits from the groups’ activities have drawn others into the
Janjaweed. Some also say that the Janjaweed are the extension of another pro-
government militia in the southern Sudan war, known there as the Maraheel, an
Arabic word meaning the mobile (armed group). Poverty in the area is a
contributing factor to the causes of current war. 

5 Effects of the war

The current war resulted in many effects on the people of Northern Dafur and
their means of livelihoods as stated below:

• Burning of more than 300 villages

• Looting of livestock, food stock, damage and looting of agricultural production
and household assets

• More than 40,000 households missed the 2003/4 cropping season

• Destruction of social and tribal relations

• Destruction of market systems and mechanisms

• Displacement due to war of 290,000 scattered in valleys and mountains and
can not be reached at present

• Displacement of 420,000 Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs), mostly
women, elderly people and children.

• Cases of missing/separated children among IDPs in Kutum and Kabkabiya
towns, and later in Tawila

• Malnutrition (SC-UK, MUAC Feb. 2004) is 18.4% in Kutum town, as
compared to the global figure of 1.3%

• Poor health and sanitation in IDPs locations

• Destruction of schools and health infrastructure (13 health centres, 48
schools), 36 schools closed, 25,000 IDPs students out of schools
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6 Population movement

Insecurity resulted into massive population movement. Before this war movement
was for coping with food shortages. 60% of villages were reported to have been
destroyed, burnt or abandoned because of fear of attacks from the warring
parties. Even in undestroyed villages 57% of households have migrated. Some
displaced are hiding in mountainous areas; some flee villages temporarily to
avoid air bombardment and/or compulsory recruitment by SLA or JEM. In villages
where markets ceased to function, due to non-access, people moved to places
near markets. Failure of crops last year made most people dependent on markets
for securing food. The number of people currently estimated to be affected by the
conflict is 544,000, including 352,000 IDPs.

Concerns persist at moment at reports of Government plans to relocate IDPs at
concentration points in Northern Darfur. Protection is an issue, especially in
Kutum. Even when some return to their villages they are forced to move out
again because of fresh attacks by Janjaweed. 

On his way to Kabkabiya, for example, the consultant could count about five
villages burnt down to earth. There were also astray donkeys that remained
behind when owners fled. The rate of loss of donkeys, are a valuable means of
transport in the region, is 40-50 per day.

In the following sections this report will shed light on movement of people
resulting from the war.     

6.1 Kabkabiya Locality
Kabkabiya town is the capital of a locality known by that name. The locality has
four administrative units: Jebel Si, Kabkabiya, El Sirief and Sirf ElOmra.
Kabkabiya town, 156 km west of El Fashir, has a population of 12,000 distributed
in 18 residential areas. Displaced population that has moved into the town is
about three times that of the town i.e. 40-45,000 individuals. Tribal leaders of
Jebel Si have reported that some of the displaced are on their way and can arrive
the town any time.

Mailo area in Kabkabiya administrative area has a population of 13,000 and is
accommodating 6,000 displaced people. The rest of the residents have moved to
Kabkabiya town (2,300), Jebel Marra (2,835) or are stranded in the mountains
(2,260). The displaced in Sirf Omra (23,067) come from north and west Darfur
States.

The displaced in Kabkabiya lived in their original villages in buildings constructed
of local materials but now their accommodation is very poor. Some stay in
undeveloped plots (up to 5-20 families per 300 sq. meter), school buildings (large
number of families per class room of size 48 sq. meter), in open areas or in
plastic rakubas (the area of a rakuba is 4-8 sq. meters and accommodates 10-20
individuals); in deserted houses up to 62 individuals per one house. Some are not
sheltered and suffer environmental changes.
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Before displacement people used to produce their own food either by cultivation
or selling animals to buy the food they need from local markets. The new situation
has disrupted this pattern and the current position can be described as:

• Loss of stored food due to burning or robbery.

• Loss of any source of income (crops, cattle, poultry, trade etc.) has resulted
into lowering purchasing power.

• Insecurity on roads retarded movement of goods in the rural areas

• Displacement led of stoppage to markets from functioning. All markets in
Jebel Si administrative unit and most markets in Kabkabiya unit are closed.

• Loss of cultivation season prior to displacement for most and robbing of crops
of those who managed to cultivate.

• Destruction of horticultural farms by armed raiders and stealing of irrigation
farms

6.1.1 Example: Food situation in Kabkabiya

Most people reached Kabkabiya without food and those who carried some were
robbed on the way. Although small quantities of millet can be brought into
Kabkabiya, its price is high (SD 6000 per sack) and can only be afforded by the
town’s original residents. People wait for millet at the outskirts and buy it there
before it reaches the market in town. Commercial transport has stopped since
attacks on Kabkabia and surrounding areas. The goods, the prices of which are
given here, are brought by individuals who run the risk of being looted and killed
before reaching the town. What is true here applies to other places visited by the
consultant.

Prices of cattle are low because of high supply and low demand. For example a
goat costs SD 1000 – 2500 and a sheep SD 3000 – 5000. Big merchants (whole
sellers) find it difficult to reach the town due to lack of transport/security.

There are no crop storage capacities in Kabkabiya except commercial ones of
low storage capacity and seeds stores at village level owned by small farmers
and Jebel Si Development Society. But these were robbed and destroyed.

All the above factors are expected to lead to food insecurity in the long run and
this would require integrated efforts to provide food for those affected at least for
a year after cessation of hostilities.
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6.1.2 Example: Devastation of horticultural farms in Kabkabiya

On 28.2.2004 FAO reported the damage done on the agricultural sector in
Kabkabiya AU, based on information provided by farmers union, IDP farmers’
representative, KSCS and the department of Agriculture. The following figures
are based on that report:

Over 150 irrigation pumps lost, damaged or looted
27 pumps for watering animals were lost
35 shallow wells destroyed

The report also gave estimation of fruit trees, which were partially damaged or
completely cut down:

2900 mango trees
2000 guava
1200 grapefruit
900 citrus
220 banana
300 kafour wood
60 feddans of broad beans damaged
48 small shops belonging to women association supported by KSCS

were looted
1500 heads of goats distributed to poor female-headed households

supported by KSCS were looted
45 insecticide bags were damaged or looted
450 pieces of different hand tools were looted

6.2 El-Fashir Locality
6.2.1 Tawilla

Tawilla is the name of the locality composed of Tawilla and Korma AUs. Before
the beginning of this war, the population of Tawilla AU, 60 km west of Fashir, was
90,000. It has 86 village councils, 3 secondary and 41 basic schools and one
health centre. The source of water is water wells that provide enough for the
displaced in the area.

There has been massive displacement from the villages of Dabso, Jeili north,
Tangaru, Jawahir, Nami, Turra and Hillat Oshar to the villages near Tawila
(Eltina, Kreiker and Kinjara) and to residential areas inside Tawaila (Shoba,
Tawaila west, Eljebel Elakhdar, Elsalama west, Elsalama east, Tawila east, Hay
Eltadamun and Hai Eljamaa). On 3.9.2003 the total number of the displaced to
Tawila was 4,181 individuals. Some of them, from Jebel Si, were stranded in
Tawila on their way to Kabkabiya. The most affected group of the displaced in
Tawila is those who came from Dabso village. All the households of Dabso (105)
were displaced, 65 huts burnt, 43 individuals killed, and 274 sheep, 2 camels and
11 cows stolen from the village. All the villages along the road from Tawila to
Kakabiya are burnt and looted. 
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On 27.2.2004 Tawalia itself was attacked and burnt by the Janjaweed and people
moved to Fashir. There are reports of abduction of 16 schoolgirls and 80 killings.
About 100 people are said to have remained in Tawila after the attacks by
between 2,000 – 3,000 Janjaweed. The government is trying to prevent them
from entering Fashir town – they are now gathered in Shagra village 7 miles from
Fashir (5,500 registered). Those who managed to enter Fashir are detained at
outskirts of the town (Suk Elmashiya and Meshtal areas) without shelters. About
10 women gave birth on route to Fashir and 1 in Meshtal area, in Fashir. 

From burning of villages more than once, people are beginning to feel that the
government does not want the people to return to their villages. Some report that
the aim of government from not allowing people to return to their villages is that
“the villages may offer food, water and other forms of assistance to SLA/JEM
forces”

Within Fashir province it has been reported that there was fighting between the
army and SLA/JEM in the village of El Taweisha, original home of the governor.
The rebels destroyed the house of the governor of NDS and other residents in
the village.

6.2.2 Korma

The 26,928 displaced who came to Korma are from 65 villages from the areas of
Korma administrative area, villages of Jebel Si administrative area and villages of
Fataberno area. They are sheltered by schools and some stay with other families,
or in any open space they can get. The road to Korma is not opened to NGOs
and nobody knows what is happening there.  There are no permits to NGOs to
visit the area and telephone lines to Korma are not functioning.

6.2.3 Ed Elghanam

Ed Elghanam is 40 km north-west of Fashir. This village was visited on 25.2.2004
by ITDG staff for the first time since the beginning of their support activities:
community centre, grain bank, seed tools bank, hand-dug water well and village
extension agent. The team found that there are more than 300-400 displaced
households (about 1000 – 2000 people) from Kutum rural council and Hamra
scattered in mountains. Of the displaced, there are 350 basic school children
accommodated in Ed Elghanam’s school. Their accommodation is under rakubas
erected for the purpose. Prices of a bag of millet and a kilogram of meat have
risen from SD 5,000 and 300 to SD 6,000 and 500. People queue for water for
more than four hours. The people live on collecting and selling fire-wood. There is
no preparation for cultivation season.

6.2.4 Kafut 

Kafut was visited by ITDG on 29.2.2004. The village is about 60 miles from Fashir
along Kutum-Fashir road. The area around Kafut is home to 17 tribes. At present
trucks (NGOs and commercial) are cleared to move on the road. Kafut and the
other nearby villages (over 15) are stable in terms of massive population
displacement. There are displaced people accommodated with families in some
or all of these villages. Numbers were in thousands before some of them returned
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to their villages or moved on. On the road, there were women on donkeys and
children and men escorting animals – mainly sheep and goats – to drinking wells
or grazing. There were also school children walking back home from the only
schools in the area: two secondary and two basic schools in Kafut. These
schools also accommodate about 100 displaced students from further away. 

It could be clearly seen that last year's harvest was poor from the length of millet
stalks and lack of dry grass. It only rained for about one month, not enough for
the maturity of crops. Most of the planted seeds failed to germinate and the
quantity that grew well later dried up for lack of rains. This is true for the whole of
Korma area. Weeding and harvesting were disrupted by insecurity. The little food
harvested was shared with the thousands who were accommodated by the
residents of Kafut. There are still 200 families of displaced people accommodated
by 325 resident families of the village.

The residents of Kafut say they have exhausted their little food produced last
season and that they, and also the displaced they have hosted, are now
depending on the local market and on wild plants. “Mikheit” is a wild plant whose
bitter seeds are ground with millet for the making of porridge. It is soaked many
times to remove bitterness and yet the produced food always has a degree of
unpleasantness, which causes diarrhea in children. Animals were sold in the
months of July and August, 2003 to avoid their looting. By then prices were very
low due to high supply. A goat was sold for about SD 800.

Millet is brought from far villages to Kafut’s market. A rubbo costs SD 400. The
other commodities are equally expensive and unaffordable by both the residents
and the displaced:

Sugar SD 150/lb
Cooking oil SD 280/bottle (bottle = 1.25 lb)
Onions SD 4,000/tin (12.5kg)
Tea leaves SD 50/oz
Milk powder SD 1,000/25kg bag 
Meat SD 500 – 600 / kg, eaten only once a week by those who can

afford it
Goat SD 8,000 – 10,000
Sheep SD 12,000 – 15,000

Note:

• A rubbo is a local measure of grains, which is roughly equivalent to 6 kg. For
sorghum, a sack equals 90 kg.

• One bottle is equivalent to about 1.25 lbs.

At present, having lost most of their pumps and lacking fuel to run the remaining
few, people of Kafut have no any other income from agricultural activities in
Abusakin, a fertile farming area along the wadi. They however grow tomato and
other vegetables in small quantities because this requires paid labour and they
have no money to do so.
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6.2.5 Jadid Elseil

ITDG runs a community centre in Jadid Elseil. The buildings of the centre are
under construction: steed bank and toilet are complete and bricks for the
construction of other utilities are being moulded to be fired later. The water
reserviour in Sele is being fenced with barbed wire for use by people and animals
of a cluster of five villages. There are no displaced people in Jadid Elseil.
Inhabitants produce millet and vegetables but last year’s production was affected
by short rains (one month duration).

6.2.6 Azagarfa

There are about 600 displaced people in Effein and Umgulla, in the valleys of
Azagarfa. Two basic schools are operational in Azagarfa, one for boys and the
other for girls. There is also a blacksmiths’ centre and a community centre
equipped with telephone line and a TV. There are vast areas cultivated with millet
and people are preparing for the rainy season by clearing stalks. Shortage of
rains last year is evident in the length of stalks of millet (about 1 m) and the
distant between adjacent stalks. Flocks of grass hoper were noted on trees.
Tobacco farms are being harvest at present.

6.2.7 Turra

There is an operational school in Turra – 8 classes with 443 children from the
village and the nearby villages. The children from the other villages are
accommodated in a dormitory known locally as “popular dormitory” where pupils
stay during the week living on food they bring with them from their families. There
is no secondary school in the whole area and children go to Fashir to get
secondary education.

There are about 40 – 70 displaced families in Turra. Some of them are in the
village living in shacks made of millet stalks in open spaces. The majority, those
who managed to bring along animals, are scattered in the nearby valleys. The
people are displaced from the northern parts where villages are being burnt by
Janjaweed. They come from 10 tribes in Kutum, the most important being the
tribes of Mima, Tunjur, Riash, Rushdan, Nofurra, Artaj and Barti. There is fear in
Turra because armed men pass near the village in large numbers and they tell
people not to assemble.

There is a water pump in Turra but water is not enough for the large numbers.
Besides the displaced, the villages of Turra B, Yomka, Hillat Abdelhamid, Jafina,
Um Laota, Hillat Salih, Dooni, Kereib, Mardlai and Fagdar are using the well. The
only open well needs a pump for drawing water from a depth of 42m. 

Prices of food commodities are high and unaffordable especially for the
displaced. For instance a pound of sugar cost 130 – 140, a bottle of cooking oil
280 – 300, a pound of dry okra 200, a small tin of tomato paste 100, a rubbo of
millet 300 – 350 and an ounce of tea 40 (figures are in SD). Prices take upper
limits, if big purchasers come to Turra and because of influx of the displaced.
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6.3 Kutum Locality
Kutum locality is west of Fashir town and has three administrative areas: Kutum
rural, Kutum town and Fataberno. The total population of the locality is 157,000
(74,000 Kutum rural, 30,000 Kutum town and 53,000 Fataberno). As is the case
in other areas, Kutum suffered burning of villages, theft of property and
destruction of farms and services.

The northern parts of Kutum rural and the northern parts of Fataberno
experienced devastating fight more than the other parts of the State.
Displacement started before cultivation season. Some of them were not able to
reach Kutum town. They sought refuge among mountains and wadis. Because of
continuous movement, it is very difficult to get an accurate figures and locations
of existence. It is thought that the people are dispersed to many places including
Kutum town, Korma and Dar Elzagawa.

As of 28.2.2004 fighting was reported to have resumed in northern parts of
Kutum province although the government issues permits to NGOs to Kutum town.
The specific reported areas are Kornoi, Tina and Umbaro.

6.3.1 Fataberno administrative unit

The area is known for horticultural production along the wadis and the production
of cash crops like potato, onions and vegetables. It also produces millet, sorghum
and sesame. Inhabitants are the tribes of Fur, Tunjur and Zagawa. 90% of the
population is displaced first from villages into Fataberno town and later, and later
moved on to Kutum town. The displaced from Fataberno stay within Kutum in
Kafut, Korma and Fashir. Some are still in the mountains or are still hiding in the
wadis. The total displaced population from Fataberno is 48,000 as compared to
5,000 who have not left their homes. Accommodation is under trees, in deserted
homes, camps or by renting (those who can afford).

6.3.2 Kutum Rural  

6.3.2.1 Northern area

The northern area includes Bowa Koka, Abdel-Shakur, Firakeast and west,
Dessa, Eldur and Adka. The last three are the most devastated in terms of
looting, burning and destruction of institutions and farms. The displaced from
these areas are found in valleys and in mountains (Goz Kherban, Gorri area and
bir-Mazza). These people can not be reached and suffer lack of water and
prevalence of diseases. There are also land minds and unexploded ammunition,
which caused injuries to some.

6.3.2.2 Eastern and southern areas of rural Kutum

Eastern area includes Hashaba adjacent to Malit rural council has been affected
by hostilities. Displacement was to Abusakin, Kaffut and to the mountains. Those
of southern parts of Kutum, including Abuhamra, migrated to Korma, Kaffut,
Fashir and also to the mountains some displaced from the two areas have to as
far as Nyala in western Darfur State.
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These also suffered insecurity and citizens from the eastern area are displaced to
the areas of Abusakin, Kaffut and to the mountains. Those from the southern
parts have moved to Korma, Kaffut, Elfashir and to the mountains.

6.3.2.3 Dumur

Dumur (singular dumra) are temporary settlements by pastoralists, which they
occupy during rainy seasons. When it is dry, pastoralists leave the dumurs in
search of water and food for their herds. When nearby villages were burnt, the
villages sought refuge in the dumurs. The situation in Dumar shows the great
numbers that have been accommodated by those who were not displaced.
Table 5 (page 28) is drawn from dumurs in the areas of Kutum and Fataberno.

The extended family system known in Sudan helped in accommodating this great
number of families by other families in the dumurs. The situation of the people of
the dumurs and the displaced they helped accommodate in their dumurs is
characterized by:

• Original people and the displaced share resources of the dumurs

• Agricultural season was disrupted

• Suspicion between the new comers and original residents

• Stoppage of markets and transport to and from the areas

• Destruction of institutions and services they render
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7 Food security and livelihoods

The 2003/2004 agricultural season was a failure due to many factors. The overall
cereal – millet and sorghum – production per household is estimated to be 2.9
sacks. This is the lowest level of production over the last six years, and is the fifth
consecutive year in the series of low production years. The area planted is about
2,634,469 and the expected to be harvested is 1,277,051 (49 %). According to
the Ministry of Agriculture, available food for this year is 74,163 MT and this can
provide one third of the needs of the state. The wide gap of 154,190 MT is due to
insecurity developed from a mixture of conflict and drought in the greater Darfur
region. The gap requires huge humanitarian intervention at the right time.

There are other factors responsible for crop failure in 2003/4:

Rainfall
Although rains started earlier (May and June) in some areas repeated planting
was also reported because of two long dry spells, one in May-June and the other
in August-September. Good rains in some areas were not utilized because of
insecurity. Rains were also erratic, failing in September when crops needed
moisture to mature.

Pests
Severe rat outbreaks caused delay in millet germination and repeated replanting
in Umkeddada and Mellit. The long dry spells also resulted in an outbreak of
millet head-worms and bristle beetles. Beetles in particularly had great damaging
effect throughout plant grows and during harvesting. Striga, an indicator of poor
soils, is concentrated in the area of Mellit, Um Kaddada and La’et. Localized bird
infestation was also reported in Umkeddada, Elfashir, Mellit and Kabkabiya
areas. 

Shortage of food and insecurity
Farmers need food and security during planting and weeding. Lack of security
and shortage of food during cultivation affected Kabkabiya, Jebel Si, Kutum,
fataberno, karnoy, Umburu and Tina administrative areas. Farms were
abandoned during weeding and harvesting due to risks associated with fighting.

Strong winds
These affected germination and growth of crops in Mellit, Kaskanita and Twaisha.

7.1 Cash crops
Groundnut
Groundnuts are grown in small areas south of Fashir besides other crops. The
good rains of 2003 and high prices of that year encouraged farmers to cultivate
more areas in comparison to last year. Table 1 shows average groundnut yield
over the last four years.

Tobacco (tombak)
Tombac is the main source of livelihood for people of Tawilla, Korma and Fashir.
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Its production depends on residual moisture along the valleys as well as various
water harvesting techniques. With the exception of Shangal Tobai, production
was below average in the region. In Tawilathe, breakdown of the main blockade
used for irrigation of tobacco farms reduced the area under cultivation. Insecurity
and the resulting population movement has affected labour availability at the
most critical period of tobacco production. The displaced from some areas also
occupied tobacco farms. Based on the above, tobacco production for 2003/4 is
estimated to be 60-70 % of that of last year.

Other cash crops
Other crops like sesame, okra, melon seeds, tomato and kerkede (hibiscus) were
planted. Production of these crops was affected by multiple of factors: insecurity,
pests and low rains. Besides the cash importance of these crops, they are an
important component of diet and their purchase will add additional burden on
households in the area.

7.2 Wild foods
Growing naturally and requiring no human effort, wild foods are important food
and income source for many in rural Darfur particularly in pastoral areas.
Common types are Koraib and Mikheit. They both depend on rainfall and mikheit
is susceptible to pests. They are usually collected from long distance by women.
Mikheit is a toxic plant and it has to be boiled many times, pouring the boiling
water away every time, before it is finally cooked for consumption.

7.3 Livestock
Livestock comes in second, after oil, in the Sudan’s export list. Its loss, as is the
present case of Northern Dafur, is a blow to national and local economy.
Livestock selling and related employment are the main sources of income for
people in pastoral zones of Darfur. Condition of livestock is determined by
pasture conditions, water availability, disease prevalence, market prices and
marketing opportunities. The fighting this year added an additional factor on
livestock holdings in Kutum, Kabkabiya and Mellit localities. The Janjaweed there
also looted animals. It is estimated that 234,251 IDPs lost their animals. Others
sold animals at very low prices to avoid looting by the Janjaweed. Households
sold animals to provide support to their affected relatives. Sale is also related to
ever increasing difficulty of support of animal feed and drinking due to drought.
Prices dropped to as low as 5-7 goats/one sack of millet. Under normal conditions
the price would be 1-2 goats. This exchange rate (goat: millet) is even lower in
some places as indicated below (the average for the whole of NDS is 0.38). In
2003 in Malha for example, the exchange rate of 0.1 means that a family sells 10
goats to be able to buy one sack (90 kg) of millet. Please refer to Table 2
(page 25) for comparative prices of goat : millet in other area for the years 2002
and 2003.
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8 Water and environment: the Kabkabiya example

8.1 Situation of water 
People of Kabkabiya get water from open surface wells built of cement or tree
trunks or branches. In normal times quantities are enough but contaminated.
Hand pumps were introduced to get clean drinking water but unfortunately the
resulting water was salty and unsuitable for drinking. There is only one well,
owned by Environment Protection Society, which is a source of clean water in
town. Water is acquired through:

• Buying from owners of Akhraj, one khurj costing SD 50

• Collecting directly from the well or from the wadi running water by Jeri cans
carried on heads

Although these water sources are near the displaced settlements there are risks
from these sources in form of:

• Open wells are easily contaminated

• Storage of water at home in drums or utensils makes it susceptible to
contamination

• The use of the same source by both human beings and animals

• Low awareness about water borne diseases among the displaced

8.2 Environment/sanitation in town
The big influx of the displaced people into Kabkabiya is causing problems of
environmental health. 

• People go to the open to defecate

• There are no planned camps

• Some displaced brought with them animals

• They lack materials for cleaning because of lack of income

• Some owners of houses do not allow the occupying displaced people from
digging latrines

There is a disagreement between the government and the displaced on the issue
of removing the displaced to organised camps. While it is the request of the
displaced for good reasons, the government rejects the idea for many reasons as
well. The government gives the following explanations:

• Provision of camps and distribution of food in those camps will lead to the
IDPs not returning to their original villages

• There are no enough space in towns for making the camps

• Difficulty of protection of camps, if made far from towns

• IDPs are farmers and it is preferable that they go back to their villages and
practise normal life there.
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NGOs and IDPs argue that camps are better for environmental and security
reasons:

• Ease of making collective latrines (up to 10 – 20 people per latrine)

• Ease of reaching IDPs, and by giving assistance in camps displacement to
towns will be discouraged.

• Security of the IDPs and humanitarian personnel can easily be monitored.

9 Social effects of the war

War and insecurity have shaken social relations and harmony between different
sectors and groups in the area. This can be easily seen through:

• Increased enmity, hatred and lack of trust between tribal groups, and strong
tribal feelings within groups

• Spread of culture of war and increase in violence

• Decreased of role played by traditions in resolving conflicts

• High migration and displacement rates, loss of heads of families, and
consequently disintegration of family as a social unit

• Appearance of child-led households

Example of distrust can be seen from the case related by Ahmed Mohamed Nur
Maki, President of Kafut Village Development Committee. He told the consultant
that “….in this village we have many tribal groups. If we were alone [members of
his tribe], we could buy guns and depend ourselves from Janjaweed. We can not
do this because they [members of other tribes] will report us. At night, the
Janjaweed will call out anyone with a gun by name, shoot him and take his gun”.
He continued by saying that the normal gathering of villages to discuss any issue
or resolve conflicts has been stopped because the armed people (SLA/JEM or
Janjaweed) may perceive gatherings differently. Indeed the consultant noted not
much movement in the village. 

10 Impact of the war on Women’s Development
Associations in North Dafur State

The project areas mainly Tawilla and Korma rural councils are affected by the
recent war in Northern Darfur and most of the sites mainly Tawilla and Korma are
considered inaccessible areas:

El Fashir area is considered a safe area compared to other parts of the locality
but affected by hosting part of the IDPs for example pottery makers WDA hosted
about 40 women displaced from Kabkabiya and El Fashir town received IDPs
from Tawilla area.

Korma area known as first place received IDPs from Korma rural area and Jebel
Si in Kabkabiya.
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• Korma WDA assisted IDPs by providing food through Naffir system, and also
contributed in relief distribution.

• Kafut WDA hosted IDPs from Kutum area, and provided shelter, food and
first aid kits. In addition it contributed in relief distribution.

• Abu Sakeen village robbed by the rebels and most residents lost their assets. 

Tawilla area – allthough Tawilla town was the only accessible area, it was badly
affected by the war and people displaced to El Fashir after they lost their assets,
houses and farms. 

Daressalam WDA centre robbed by the rebels, they robbed the revolving fund
shop, video and photo camera and TV.

Kabkabiya is not accessible due to insecurity on the road and in the areas
between Kabkabiya and El Fashir. It is also affected by receiving IDPs from Jebel
Si and bordering areas.

11 What is being done to address human needs?

NGOs and UN agencies are facing many constraints and challenges in delivering
the quantities and services mentioned in Table 3:
• Security situation is volatile
• Lack/difficulty of IDPs locations and of main roads (Obeid/Nyala – Fashir)
• Inadequate resources and capacities of NGOs
• Lack of protection for IDPs. 

To overcome this situation some steps have to be taken soon. There is need to
improve humanitarian access; to protect IDPs including children; re-assess and
update needs; and planning and resources for IDPs settlement, recovery and
peace building programmes.

The need for food, medicine and services is very great. Failure of last year’s
crops and looting of tools and seeds will require their provision in sufficient time
before the next rainy season in June 2004. Both the government and NGO
community in the area are now trying to register IDPs and identify places and
numbers. This is however very difficult because of continuous displacement and
re-displacement of people. It may be possible to meet food needs but there is a
need to ponder on the needs to make next season a success provided there
would be enough rains and a lasting security. Some of the efforts being exerted
by UN agencies and individual NGOs are shown in Table 3.

Note: At present relief agencies can only provide food for Kutum, Kabkabiya and
to new arrivals of Tawilla in Fashir. All the other routes are not yet accessible. All
the villages visited by the consultant are not getting any food handouts now. On
5.3.2004 women from Kafut wrote to ITDG-Fashir explaining that their food is
finished, having been shared with the IDPs they are hosting. In their letter they
mentioned failure of last year’s crops and insecurity to be responsible for the
situation they are in.
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12 What can ITDG do?

ITDG is working with Village Development Councils (VDCs) and Womens
Development Association (WDAs) in Northern Dafur. It is supporting 7 WDAs in
Fashir Locality, 4 in Korma locality, 1 in Tawila, 1 in Dar Elsalam and 1 in
Kabkabiya. It is also supporting a number of VDCs: 9 in Rural El Fashir, 3 in
Korma and 2 in Tawila. Please refer to Table 7 for names of the villages where
the WDAs and VDCs mentioned here are established.

In food security ITDG is undertaking many activities in partnership with
communities through their VDCs and WDAs. In general, and omitting details,
those activities are:
• Capacity building
• Water harvesting: terraces, water dams and haffirs
• Hand dug wells
• Grain banks
• Seeds and tools bank
• Household grain stores
• Agricultural extension work
• Community centres
• Nurseries
• Animal drawn carts
• Blacksmiths’ tools/sheds

Additional support for WDAs, besides work for the whole community, includes:
• Agro-processing
• Revolving funds
• Extension training
• Women centres
• Stoves improvement/pottery

Community work as shown in the above activities has been affected by the
current war. Some areas where such projects are being implemented cannot be
reached due to insecurity. Others are deserted by the villagers, who are
displaced to many directions and are no longer a group in a certain place. In Dar
Elsalam, for instance, looting and robbery resulted into the loss of assets of the
WDA there (receivers, cameras). The blacksmiths of Kassara were forced to
leave for Kabkabiya after the looting of their sheds. Another example is the
displacement of 40 women (and their families), who make pottery in Kabkabiya
into El Fashir. In Tawila and Abusakin, water pumps the Janjaweed were unable
to carry away were dumped into wells and the wells filled with soil.

WDAs of Korma and Kafot helped their communities in hosting IDPs who came
into Korma and Kafot from other villages. They ground millet and sorghum and
cooked it and gave it to children and elderly people as supplementary feeding
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(first aid). They also voluntarily helped in distribution of food aid brought in by
NGOs as those NGOs lacked people to do it.

Besides current projects in the area, ITDG needs to consider the further
implications for its strategies of disasters like this one and the floods of Kassala
last year. Can ITDG afford to watch until the crisis is over and then come in for
development? There will be need for tools, seeds and training in coping
mechanisms. ITDG in Darfur was approached by World Food Programme (WFP)
to ask it for participation in dealing with food supplies and distribution. Since
ITDG works with community-based organisations (CBOs) of good capacity, these
can be connected to WFP and other NGOs who require similar services from
ITDG. Such CBOs can be regarded as local NGOs on their own right. They only
need to be introduced by ITDG to be recognised by others. This recognition and
consequent activities will further strengthen the CBOs. They are expected to do
more for their communities in the near future.

Some of the ideas forwarded by ITDG staff in Fashir are:

• Continuation and consolidation of current work (building capacity of existing
CBOs) in accessible places

• Formation and training of CBOs, where they are not yet formed.

• Study the needs of IDPs – people previously targeted by ITDG – concerning
coping mechanisms in displacement. Those should not contradict ITDG’s
mandate.

• Adding our voice to that of NGOs and UN agencies stressing that security
and accessibility of IDPs are in the foreground of the humanitarian
intervention agenda in the area.

• There is a need to rethink what actually is to be done when “the axe has
actually fallen on the head”, ie. when disaster has actually occurred.

• Villages were easily burnt to ground because they were built of millet stalks.
More appropriate roofing building materials could have saved some buildings
and property.  Stone and sand are good building material and NDS is all
stones and sand. There are also reports of presence of gypsum in NDS.

• If the WDAs network could attain local NGO status, it can cooperate with
relief agencies. They have already shown capacity in handling emergency
situations, as in the case of women of Korma and Kafut. Table 4 in this report
was compiled by the team assisted by Kafut WDA.  

• Developing the capacity of WDAs to play a big role in the implementation of
development activities.

• Facilitate linkages between WDAs in the war-affected areas and relief
agencies to enable them contribute in relief management and distribution.

• If possible, concentrate the work in the secured area (increase the number of
WDAs in El Fashir area).
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13 Case studies

13.1 Daily life of women from Kafut
Asha, a woman from Kafut: “After prayers at about five in the morning, I prepare
porridge to members of my family and the family we are hosting. The porridge is
made of millet flour, dry okra, tomato paste, onions and salt. I then move to the
farms where my husband and I dig holes in the sand for growing vegetables. The
dimensions of the hole, which we call Elfuny, are 0.5-1.5 m deep x 27m x 9 m.
Even here we are not free of pests that destroy our crops. We have no transport
to access far markets like Fashir; local people have very low purchasing power. I
return home about three in the afternoon to prepare “balilla” (boiled grains of
millet) for lunch. Before preparing supper, which is the same as breakfast, I go
into the wadi to collect wood for cooking. There is no wood left and every time I
have to go a longer distance. In most cases I cut green branches and dry them.
I’m an active member of our local women society. When I get time I make mats
and other handicrafts to sell to supplement feeding of my children. These are
hard days because our men cannot even get casual labour, not even the usual
clearing of farms. There is nothing to be cleared because of the failure of last
year’s crops. Younger men have traveled to places like Omdurman to look for
employment. Some are escaping compulsory recruitment.”

Asha gives a clear description of the condition of the displaced in their village.
She says “sometimes we give them from our food, when we have any;
sometimes they go around begging, a new thing in our village; they can not dig
funys like us because they have nothing to eat. When the rainy season gets here
we can give them plots to cultivate, but where will they get tools, seeds and food
while waiting for harvest to come in?”     

13.2 Kafut Women Association
Formed 9 years ago and registered in 2002, the association is being supported
by ITDG. Its 500 members come from a cluster of villages around Kafut, ie. the
villages of Kafut, Umarda, Hillat Basi, Dassas, Hillat Goz, Kuma, Tiga, Mario and
Osta. Besides its normal activities in building awareness among women and
training in agro-processing and handicrafts, the association has contributed
greatly in the construction of the secondary school and the village’s social centre,
which is also being used as kindergarten. Its other achievements include building
social ties between members of the different tribes that constitute the locality
Lately, when the displaced poured into Kafut in thousands, the association
received them and prepared quick foods for malnourished children and elderly
people. It also helped in food distribution and the construction of shelters. “We
have the capacity to help in similar activities, including food distribution, if asked
by NGOs in the future,” says the head of the association. Asked about prospects
for the coming rainy season, the president said: “What we need is tools and
seeds, if security can be there.”
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13.3 Life of the displaced in the village of Turra
Yusif Elnur is a male of about 50 years from Elhashab village, north of Turra. He
fled his village in fear of attacks by Ganjaweed. Inhabitants of 10 villages around
Um Sidir, like the people of Elhashab, are all displaced and hiding in the
mountains. He brought along his two wives and three small children. The elder 8
children and his 4 cows and goats are left behind in Elhashab, where he hopes to
return when there is peace. They are now hiding in the mountains because the
village can be attacked any time. In Hashab he was a farmer, producing millet
and vegetables, enough for feeding and selling to meet other needs. Last season
however he could not produce enough because of insecurity and sporadic rains.

Like the family of Yusif, the displaced face lack of wood for cooking. Even the
small desert trees here belong to individuals from the area. “This place is not like
ours,” Yusif said. “Back home, we have enough wood that can be freely collected
for cooking and building.” Yusif does not want to move on from Turra, where
people received him well and where he could get employment, no matter how
little it pays. He fears that Janjaweed may follow them this far.

Yusif says he can return to Hashab, if he feels secure. At present he works for
farmers of Turra clearing farms from millet stalks. He does not like to be
employed in collection of tobacco leaves. His daily income, when he gets
employment, is SD 250 – 300. He says, “this does not cover daily needs for me,
my two wives and three children.” Prices of commodities have gone up in the
area for many reasons, among them the low production last season and lack of
transport to and from the area. “If I can only get a farm in Turaa, I may cultivate
here – the situation being what it is.” He concludes by reminding himself, “but
where are the seeds and tools, even if I get what to eat before harvesting?”

Yusif’s accommodation is under a tree in Turra village, in a fence of two
compartments – one for the family and the other for receiving male visitors. The
area of a compartment (unroofed) is about 6 m2.

Elhashab is about 120 km away and Yusif’s family had to walk on donkeys for
two days, day and night. Asked about prospects of his children losing an
academic year, Yusif said that what mattered more is that they are not killed. “Our
wealth is cultivation and our children.”

13.4 Displaced living in valleys
Mohamed Hassan describes his situation is his own words:

“I’m here with 4 families. We came in January this year from Hashab village,
running away from our burnt villages and from compulsory recruitment by the
armed groups. Some came as early as September 2003. We are not sure
whether we shall stay here. They [the Janjaweed] may hit any time and we shall
move on, if that happens. We are facing shortage of drinking water for our
animals and us; we eat what we brought with us from our villages. Some of us
find temporary employment in tobacco and millet farms. Our children and women
are the ones suffering much. We know that we are sharing water with the
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inhabitants of the nearest villages. This can strain our relations some time in the
future. We may move ahead, if this situation continues.”

A head count was carried out in the valley around Turra by ITDG. The figures in
Table 4 are the result.

14 Appendix: Tables

Table 1 Prices of groundnuts for the years 2000 - 2003

Administration Unit 2000 2001 2002 2003

El La’et 7.1 8.5 7.7 18.3

Taweisha 4.7 7.8 2.9 6.7

Table 2 Goat : millet exchange ratio in selected towns of Northern Dafur State
for 2003/4 season

Price of a head of a goat : price of a sack of millet
Market

2002 2003

Fashir 0.3 0.6

Mellit 0.3 0.4

Malha - 0.1

Kutum 0.3 0.3

Kabkabiya 0.4 0.3

Umkaddada 0.4 0.6
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Table 3 UN/NGO current and immediate efforts to meet IDPs humanitarian
needs in Northern Dafur State

Needs NGO/UN Current emergency activities and
planned peace-time Interventions

Food • About 2,247 MT delivered to Kutum, 94 MT to Um Baru
(1.5 months supplies)

• Total need/month for NDS is 7,000 MT and is available
for all affected till 4th September

• GoS, WFP and SC-UK have enough supplies in Sudan
for some few months.

• Insecurity makes it difficult to transport by land supplies
to where needed in NDS

Shelter / non-food
items

• 12,000 blankets distributed in Kutum town by ICRC and
UNICEF/SUDO covering 34 % of needed

• ICRC plans to distribute 6-12,000 more blankets, one
per family

• GOAL to distribute 6,000 kits and UNICEF 2,000,
enough to cover current needs

• NDS needs a total of 53,000 kit 

Water / sanitation • UNICEF/WES provided 3 hand pumps in Kutum
covering thus needs of 1,500 people

• Other IDPs take water from dried river beds, which may
be contaminated

• ICRC is considering water intervention to cover Kutum
and other areas

• Total of 51 hand pumps is provided in NDS, covering
5% of needed number

• 190 pit latrines are provided covering 1% of needs.
Kutum is not provided with any

• Large number of donkeys owned by IDPs dying of thirst
and hunger in Kutum town
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Needs NGO/UN Current emergency activities and
planned peace-time Interventions

Health • NDS lacks medical facilities. NGOs with expertise are
needed

• 5 drug kits (covering 25,000 IDPs) are delivered to
Kutum

• There are drugs in stores but transportation to sites is
difficult due to insecurity

• Given existence of medical facilities, 141 kits are
needed of which 4 % only is provided to Kutum

• MSF-Belgium is expected to arrive NDS within two
weeks (as from 4.2.2004)

• MoH, UNICEF and WHO vaccinated 15,000 children
against measles in Kutum

Nutrition • All IDPs locations need therapeutic and supplementary
feeding, no facilities at present.

• GOAL, UNICEF, SC-UK and MSF-Belgium plan
interventions soon

• Little information about malnutrition due to lack of
assessments as a result of insecurity

Seeds and tools FAO plans for:

• More than 300 MT of millet

• 10 MT early maturing millet

• 58 MT of sorghum

• 12 MT of groundnuts

• 6 MT of sesame

• Vegetable seeds and hand tools for next season

Sources: 
1. [Darfur] UN Darfur Coordination Cell Sitrep. 22.2.2004
2. UN Darfur Humanitarian Needs Profile, Updated 10.1.2004
3. Assessment Report by Food Security and Water Committee, NDS, 1.2.2004
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Table 4 Heads and members of IDP families in riverbeds and valleys – Turra 

Head of family Number of members of the family

Males Females Total

Total 190 170 360

Percentage of men and women 

Total number of families 

Number of women-headed households 

52.7 % 47.3 % 100%

70

28

Source: Jeremiah T. Bairiak and Saed Dungus (ITDG) – field data on 28.2.2004

Table 5 Populations of original residents and displaced in dumurs around
Kutum Area

Name of Damra
(Kutum Province)

Resident
population

Displaced Villages displaced from

Elsheikh 4600 1017 Amu, Gareir, Fadwa and Batti

Port Saed 778

Seih Jenna 300

Dowa 2500 2133 Barakalla, Umashush,
Elbaraka, Gareir, Elsad,
Abunimir

Masri 2500 639 Gubba Elsarieh, Kutum town,
Wadi Elsuk, Wadi Elbun,
Wadi Elaradh, Shasah Falga

Umsayala 2819

Total 13497 3789

Source: Report by Food and Water Security Committee, North Darfur State,
September 2003.
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Table 6 Estimates of farm inputs required by war-affected households in four
Administrative Areas in North Darfur State for 2004 Season

Jebel
Si

Kabka-
Biya

Saraf
Omra

Tawila Total

Number of targeted HHs 10600 4800 4100 10200 29700

Millet Seeds in tons 106 48 41 102 297

Sorghum Seeds in tons - 28.8 24.6 - 53.4

Groundnuts Seeds in tons - 19 16 - 35

Cowpeas Seeds in tons 5 2 1.8 - 8.8

Sesame Seeds in tons 5 5 - - 5

Vegetable Seeds in tons 1.3 3.0 2.6 2.0 8.9

Simple agricultural hand tools in
pieces

2120 960 820 2040 5940

Source: Kabkabiya Mission Report, FAO, 28.2.2004

Table 7 Administrative divisions of NDS

Locality
(Local Council)

Administrative
Unit (AU)

Women’s
Development
Associations

Village
Development
Councils

Fashir Rural Fashir Azagarfa,
Kheirban, Fasher,
Jagujagu, Koma

Azagarfa, Turra,
Gadid Elseil,
Karkara, Shagra,
Abudageys,
Seiggy,
Umgedeibu,
Gereika

Tawila Tawila town Tabra, Tina,
Tokmari

Korma Korma town,
Kafot, Mario,
Abusakin

Gabar Elghanam,
Karteme,

Shobba Adawiya

Dar Elsalam Dar Elsalam town
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Locality
(Local Council)

Administrative
Unit (AU)

Women’s
Development
Associations

Village
Development
Councils

Fashir town Hai-Elkafah, Daba
Um Shagara 

Rural Kuma 

Kabkabiya Rural Kabkabiya

Jebel Si

Elserief

Serief Omra

Kabkabiya town Kabkabiya town

Kutum Kutum town

Rural Kutum

Fatabarno

El Tina Um Baro

Karnoi

Tina

Mellit Mellit town

Rural Mellit

Rural Siyah

Rural Malha and
Maregga

Um Keddada Rural Um
Keddada 

Tweisha

La’et

Um Keddada Ton

Malha Dummur
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15 Sources of information

1. Food and Water Security Committee, Report on Humanitarian Situation in the
State, reported by Oxfam UK, SCF-UK, Ministry of Agriculture, WFP,
Sudanese Red Crescent, Water and Environment Project, Wadi Hor
Corporation and Ministry of Health, in the period 14-23.9.2003 and 28.9-
15.10.2003

2. UN Weekly Humanitarian Roundup on Darfur Crisis, 16-22 February 2004
3. Village and Household Survey and Food Needs for 2003/2004 in North

Darfur, SCF (UK) in Collaboration with Food and Water Emergency
Committee, North Darfur State, November, 2003.

4. Assessment of Current Situation in Northern Darfur State, Department of
Planning, Ministry of Finance, Northern Darfur State, Nov., 2003

5. Joint NGO-Govt. Weekly Briefings on Current Situation, from 23.2 – 1.3.2004
6. Joint UN-NGOs Weekly Briefings, from 23.2.-1.3.2004
7. Field Visits by Jeremiah Bairiak (consultant) and Saeed Dungus of ITDG to

Villages where ITDG operates in Northern Darfur
8. ITDG Darfur report
9. [Darfur] UN Darfur Coordination Cell Sitrep. 22.2.2004
10. UN Darfur Humanitarian Needs Profile, Updated 10.1.2004
11. Assessment Report by Food Security and Water Committee, NDS, 1.2.2004
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About ITDG

ITDG – the Intermediate Technology Development Group – helps people to use
technology in the fight against poverty. We work in partnership with communities
to develop practical answers to their problems, based on local knowledge and
skills and putting people’s needs first.

ITDG is a charity registered in the United Kingdom which works directly in four
regions of the developing world – Latin America, East Africa, Southern Africa and
South Asia, with particular concentration on Peru, Kenya, Sudan, Zimbabwe, Sri
Lanka, Bangladesh and Nepal.

ITDG has a unique approach to development – we don’t start with technology,
but with people. The tools may be simple or sophisticated – but to provide long-
term, appropriate and practical answers, they must be firmly in the hands of local
people: people who shape technology and control it for themselves.

ITDG Sudan
PO Box 4172
Khartoum Central
Sudan

Tel: +249 11 460419 / 464168
Fax: +249 11 472002
E-mail: itsd@sudanmail.net

Head Office
Intermediate Technology Development Group
The Schumacher Centre for Technology and Development
Bourton Hall
Bourton-on-Dunsmore
Rugby
Warwickshire CV23 9QZ
United Kingdom

Tel:  +44 1926 634400
Fax: +44 1926 634401
E-mail: itdg@itdg.org.uk

Website: www.itdg.org

mailto:itsd@sudanmail.net
mailto:itdg@itdg.org.uk
http://www.itdg.org/
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